Agility Data
Integration and
Business Analytics
The Power to Manipulate, Integrate and
Transform Data for More Insightful Analytics
Powered by industry vanguard Pentaho®, Agility’s advanced Data
Integration and Business Analytics module gives you exceedingly
insight from ever-increasing volumes, variety and velocity of data.
With powerful data extract, transform and load (ETL)
capabilities, an intuitive and rich graphical design environment,
and an open and standards-based architecture, the Agility Data
Integration and Business Analytics Module, provides advanced
The Agility Data Integration and Business Analytics Module will
enable you to do more with Agility and increase your return on
investment.
Data Integration & Mass Manipulation
A full ETL solution, including:
Rich graphical designer to empower administrators and
super-users
Broad connectivity to combine your Agility data with any
type of in-house database, spreadsheet or business system
Mass data manipulation and transformation
Access to Agility’s full web service from the ETL UI – no
need for development skills
Enterprise scalability and performance, including in-memory
caching
Big data integration, analytics and reporting
Easy to Use ETL Designer Interface
Out of the box, Pentaho’s standard intuitive and rich graphical
designer interface capabilities allows you to do exactly what the
most skilled code developers can accomplish, in a fraction of the
time, and without requiring you to manually code. On top of this
direct from the rich graphical interface to gain access to the
same web service our client applications use, providing the
opportunity to automate many daily maintenance tasks.
Broad Connectivity
With broad connectivity between a diverse set of data sources,
including all popular structured, unstructured and semistructured data sources, Agility Data Integration is built to
access all of your sources of data, no matter where they lie.
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Business Analytics
Agility Business Analytics is a tightly coupled data integration and
business analytics platform that enables users to easily access,
integrate, visualize and explore any data to positively impact
business results.
Agility Business Analytics includes data discovery, data
integration and data mining capabilities. Users are empowered
to make information-driven decisions that positively impact their
organization’s performance.

Identify data that fails to comply with business rules and
standards
Cleanse inconsistent and redundant data
Validate, standardize and correct attributes, indexes and
relations
Reporting
Reporting capabilities span the entire continuum from
self-service interactive reporting for casual users, to
high-volume, highly formatted enterprise reporting.
Intuitive web-based interactive reporting for business users
Rich graphical enterprise report designer for power users
Output in popular formats: HTML, TXT, Excel, CSV, PDF and
RTF, plus the ability to extract data direct from Agility via
our ETL plug-ins.
In-memory caching for fast results
Dashboards
By delivering key performance indicators in a highly graphical
visual interface, Agility dashboards give business users the
critical information they need to understand and improve
organizational performance.
Rich graphical visualizations with navigation, drilling and a
Web-based drag and drop dashboard designer for business
users
Portal and mash-up integration to seamlessly integrate
business analytics with other applications
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